Integrate aG Flix with any 3Trak-powered aboutGolf technology, including the aboutGolf Simulator, aG Studio or aG Mobile for world-class swing analysis and instruction.

**SYNCHRONIZED ANALYSIS**
aG Flix video is time stamped by the system, enabling synchronization at the instant of impact. It can also be integrated with data from aG Balance Pro, allowing side-by-side display and more ways to view and analyze results.

**HIGH QUALITY VIDEO**
aG Flix provides new, high-quality color video of the swing from every angle. aG Flix is also available in black and white, as needed. aG Flix employs Interrupted Interlacing, a process that produces cleaner, smoother video.

**MULTIPLE SWING SEQUENCING**
Analyze multiple swings in sync. Evaluate a swing over time, evaluate a swing from multiple angles or compare a swing with a professional using multiple swing sequencing.

**TEACHING TOOLS**
Drawing and analysis software options enable the teacher to dissect the swing, annotate elements of the swing and compare performance to available pro videos.

**LIVE VIEW**
Observe the swing on screen in real time. When set to live view, the image will move in time with the player’s movements.

**STOP IMAGE AT IMPACT**
aG Flix is guaranteed to capture high quality video at the moment of impact to further enhance swing analysis.

**READY TO GET STARTED?**
Contact create@aboutgolf.com for a consultation. Visit aboutgolf.com or call 800-445-GOLF for more information.